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Meanwhile on the wings the heavy ca^T Iry have broken into
a good round trot which has brought them face to face with
the foremost ranks of the hostile horse. Their array has
already felt the effects of the galling fire of the Parliamentary
dragoons from the flanks, and as they came within effective
range further gaps are caused by the independent fire of the
pistols of the cuirassiers. None the less they bear themselves
gallaaitly enough, and the opposing ranks, throwing their empty
weapons in each other's faces, meet sword to sword, and,
halting, engage in fierce individual fencing matches. For some
time the issue, both in the centre and on the wings, is doubtful.
One of the Parliamentary cavalry regiments on the left, indeed,
disordered in its advance by getting entangled in a field of hay-
cocks, is caught in flank by a strong body of the King's horse,
and scattered, its component parts still fighting sternly with
individual Royalist troopers. Fortunately for it the main
body of the latter, espying the teams and wagons of the New
Model's train still slowly filing into the yard of the farm in the
rear, ride off hell for leather in that direction and are for the
moment lost to the battle. Moreover, the right wing has now
gained the advantage over its immediate adversaries. A gap
has been made in the ranks of the Royalist horse by a group of
vigorous and skilful swordsmen, their comrades near them have
pressed in and widened it, and in a few minutes the mass of
the King's cavalry, shivering, breaking and falling asunder, is
scattered into flying fragments, seeking refuge and a rallying
point in the woods to their rear.
During all this time the infantry battle in the centre has been
practically stationary. King's men and Parliament men have
locked pikes all along the front and are swaying backwards and
forwards like a Rugby scrum, their ranks still unbroken and with
no advantage as yet to either side. Suddenly there breaks out
on the left of the Royalist line a rattling volley of pistols ; the
right-hand regiment of foot finds its ranks swept by whistling
bullets, and then is heavily struck and sent staggering and
reeling sidelong by the impact of heavy men and heavy horses
charging full on its flank. In an instant its ordered ranks are
hustled, jostled, broken and dissolved; and their disorder
communicates itself to the regiment next on the right. The
red-coated infantry seize their chance and press vigorously
home with fierce pike-thrusts, and gradually the steady Royalist
array begins to sag and give. Here and there a crack corps, or
one favoured by a rise in the ground or a ditch in its front,
continues to fight with unda&nted resolution ; but these bodies
rapidly become ever-diminishing islets in a flood of disordered
and broken men, and, surrounded on all sides by hacking

